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Chemical Analysis of Contaminated Land (Sheffield Analytical Chemistry)Blackwell Publishing Limited, 2003
This book sets out to provide a description of the chemical analysis of potentially contaminated land for all those involved in risk assessment. It is not intended as a recipe book of analytical methods. Indeed, with the wide range of techniques and options available, it would be impracticable and unnecessary to document all potential methods, and...
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Advances in Digital Forensics VII: 7th IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics, Orlando, FL, USASpringer, 2011


	Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination,

	analysis and presentation of electronic evidence. Networked computing,

	wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded

	the role of digital forensics beyond traditional computer crime investigations.

	Practically every type of crime now...
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Political Trials in an Age of Revolutions: Britain and the North Atlantic, 1793?1848 (Palgrave Histories of Policing, Punishment and Justice)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This collection provides new insights into the ’Age of Revolutions’, focussing on state trials for treason and sedition, and expands the sophisticated discussion that has marked the historiography of that period by examining political trials in Britain and the north Atlantic world from the 1790s and into the...
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Building Design and Construction Handbook, 6th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A where-would-you-be-without-it handbook covering every single important step in building design and construction, now updated to include key changes in design and construction practices. Surveys materials, structures, soil mechanics and foundations, building types, hardware, insulation, acoustics, plumbing, and more--all the material that will...
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Handbook of Pain Relief in Older Adults (Aging Medicine)Humana Press, 2003

	A comprehensive assessment of the clinical, psychological, legal, and cultural aspects of dealing with unnecessary pain in the elderly. The authors explore pharmacotherapy (nonopioids, opioids, and adjuvants), interventional strategies, the role of rehabilitation in managing pain in seniors, and the problems of pain management in long-term...
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Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2004
Digital evidence--evidence that is stored on or transmitted by computers--can  play a major role in a wide range of crimes, including homicide, rape,  abduction, child abuse, solicitation of minors, child pornography, stalking,  harassment, fraud, theft, drug trafficking, computer intrusions, espionage, and  terrorism.

Though an...
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Computer Incident Response and Product Security (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2010

	This book is actually two books in one. The first six chapters are about forming and running a computer incident response team. Starting with Chapter 7, “Product Security Vulnerabilities,” the book is devoted to managing product security vulnerabilities. The reason these two subjects are combined into a single book is that they...
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Cybercrime: Criminal Threats from Cyberspace (Crime, Media, and Popular Culture)Praeger Publishers, 2010

	This book is an outstanding contribution to the interdisciplinary series on Crime, Media, and Popular Culture from Praeger Publishers. Because of the pervasiveness of media in our lives and the salience of crime and criminal justice issues, we feel it is especially important to provide a home for scholars who are engaged in innovative and...
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Ethics and Intersex (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2006

	This collection of 21 articles is designed to serve as a state-of-the art reference book for intersexuals, their parents, health care professionals, ethics committee members, and anyone interested in problems associated with intersexuality. It fills an important need because of its uniqueness as an interdisciplinary effort, bringing together...
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Game Developer's Market Guide (Game Development)Premier Press, 2003
This book is for everyone involved in game development and for those who
want to break into the industry.
Calling someone a “game developer” covers a lot of territory. A developer might be
an artist making 3D models; a producer handling external development; a level
designer or composer; a programmer or writer. The...
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Blaming Immigrants: Nationalism and the Economics of Global MovementColumbia University Press, 2019

	Immigration is shaking up electoral politics around the world. Anti-immigration and ultranationalistic politics are rising in Europe, the United States, and countries across Asia and Africa. What is causing this nativist fervor? Are immigrants the cause or merely a common scapegoat?

	

	In Blaming Immigrants, economist...
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Cryptography and Network Security: Principles and Practice (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	In this age of universal electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping
	and electronic fraud, there is indeed no time at which security does not matter.Two
	trends have come together to make the topic of this book of vital interest. First, the explosive
	growth in computer systems and their interconnections...
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